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  After the reform and open policy, China has accepted the many new western theory 
impact, causes the Chinese native place the construction form majority of deviation 
westernization, passes through such many year development, links to the reality 
slowly, the characteristic which China is in sole possession of also slowly in the 
construction obtains manifests, how will the architectural design form has the Chinese 
regional characteristic, the local characteristic, has the national customs characteristic 
path actually still long.The building material, the building tool progress, the method 
of construction renewal substitution also gave the design construction to have the 
Chinese characteristic flavor construction to bring not the small difficulty and the 
pressure.We must from the Chinese glorious history culture, the vast philosophic 
thinking, the richly colorful artistic modelling the extraction be able with the modern 
design idea, the modern age to be esthetic, the modern manufacture craft wants to 
tally the element, nimble does not copy verbatim the copy, namely not so-called” 
label type” utilization.Is not separated from the life, satisfies the contemporary new 
esthetic value, the new function demand designs the construction to have the national 
customs construction outward appearance and in truly the building room. 
   This text proceeds with Chinese and foreign architectural appearance, indoor 
design materials, observe and compare, combine the comprehensive analysis of train 
of thought of Chinese culture, look for the theoretical foundation, probe into the 
origin that China's folk art form forms, look for the element that can accord with with 
the modern design idea China's folk art form. Then, proceed with structure and form 
and combine model characteristic, space characteristic, detail part to analyze domestic 
concrete architecture and behave, in comparing and analysing, according to China's 
traditional culture, China's folk art form and modern design theory, sum up and 
summarize the internal and external space appearances and forms and characteristics 














put forward one's own opinion, the function demand that the folk fine arts form that 
still involves the building among them reaches, external manifestation with indoor 
relation of space, era factor and influence of the cultural tradition. According to 
evolution law, theory idea to the modern architectural design form, look forward to 
the development trend of the Chinese modern architecture. 
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